Abstract. Researchers and users of Information Visualization are convinced that it has value. This value can easily be communicated to others in a face-to-face setting, such that this value is experienced in practice. To convince broader audiences, and also, to understand the intrinsic qualities of visualization is more difficult, however. In this paper we consider information visualization from different points of view, and gather arguments to explain the value of our field.
to show that their inventions are measurably better than the existing state of the art.
In broad analytic fields, of which we include InfoVis as a member, the existence of a ground truth for a problem can greatly facilitate evaluations of value. For instance, consider the field of computer vision and algorithms for identifying objects from scenes. It is very easy to create a library of images upon which new algorithms can be tested. From that, one can measure how well each algorithm performs and compare results precisely. The TREC [29] and MUC [3] Contests are examples of this type of evaluation.
Even with a human in the loop, certain fields lend themselves very well to quantifiable evaluations. Consider systems that support search for particular documents or facts. Even though different people will perform differently using a system, researchers can run repeated search trials and measure how often a person is able to find the target and how long the search took. Averaged over a large number of human participants, this task yields quantifiable results that can be measured and communicated quite easily. People or organizations then using the technology can make well-informed judgments about the value of new tools.
So why is identifying the value of InfoVis so difficult? To help answer that question, let us turn to what is probably the most accepted definition of InfoVis, one that comes from Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman and that actually is their definition for "visualization." They describe visualization as "the use of computer-supported, interactive visual representations of data to amplify cognition." [2] The last three words of their definition communicate the ultimate purpose of visualization, to amplify cognition. So, returning to our discussion above, is the amplification of cognition something with a ground truth that is easily and precisely measurable? Clearly it is not and so results the key challenge in communicating the value of InfoVis.
Further examining the use and purpose of InfoVis helps understand why communicating its value is so difficult. InfoVis systems are best applied for exploratory tasks, ones that involve browsing a large information space. Frequently, the person using the InfoVis system may not have a specific goal or question in mind. Instead, the person simply may be examining the data to learn more about it, to make new discoveries, or to gain insight about it. The exploratory process itself may influence the questions and tasks that arise.
Conversely, one might argue that when a person does have a specific question to be answered, InfoVis systems are often not the best tools to use. Instead, the person may formulate his or her question into a query that can be dispatched to a database or to a search engine that is likely to provide the answer to that precise question quickly and accurately.
InfoVis systems, on the other hand, appear to be most useful when a person simply does not know what questions to ask about the data or when the person wants to ask better, more meaningful questions. InfoVis systems help people to rapidly narrow in from a large space and find parts of the data to study more carefully.
Unfortunately, however, activities like exploration, browsing, gaining insight, and asking better questions are not ones that are easily amenable to establishing and measuring a ground truth. This realization is at the core of all the issues involved in communicating the value of InfoVis. By its very nature, by its very purpose, InfoVis presents fundamental challenges for identifying and measuring value. For instance, how does one measure insight? How does one quantify the benefits of an InfoVis system used for exploring an information space to gain a broad understanding of it? For these reasons and others, InfoVis is fundamentally challenging to evaluate [17] .
If we accept that InfoVis may be most valuable as an exploratory aid, then identifying situations where browsing is useful can help to determine scenarios most likely to illustrate InfoVis' value. Lin [11] describes a number of conditions in which browsing is useful:
-When there is a good underlying structure so that items close to one another can be inferred to be similar -When users are unfamiliar with a collection's contents -When users have limited understanding of how a system is organized and prefer a less cognitively loaded method of exploration -When users have difficulty verbalizing the underlying information need -When information is easier to recognize than describe These conditions serve as good criteria for determining situations in which the value of InfoVis may be most evident.
Epistemological Issues
Natural sciences are about understanding how nature works. Mathematics is about truth and systems of verifiable inferences. Human sciences are about understanding Man in various perspectives. Information Visualization is about developing insights from collected data, not about understanding a specific domain. Its object is unique and therefore raises interest and skepticism.
Science has focused on producing results: the goal was essentially the creation and validation of new theories compatible with collected facts. The importance of the process -coined as the Method -was raised by the development of epistemology in the 20th century, in particular with the work of Karl R. Popper (1902 Popper ( -1994 [18] . It showed that the Method was paramount to the activity of science.
Karl Popper has explained that a scientific theory cannot be proved true, it can only be falsified. Therefore, a scientific domain searches for theories that are as compatible as possible with empirical facts. The good theories are the ones that have been selected by domain experts among a set of competing theories in regard of the facts that they should describe. Popper considers science as a Darwinian selection process among competing theories.
Still, no other scientific domain has argued that generating insights was important for science. Popper does not explain how a new theory emerges; he only explains how it is selected when it emerges. Furthermore, Popper has demonstrated in an article called "The Problem of Induction" that new theories cannot rationally emerge from empirical data: it is impossible to justify a law by observation or experiment, since it 'transcends experience'.
Information Visualization is still an inductive method in the sense that it is meant at generating new insights and ideas that are the seeds of theories, but it does it by using human perception as a very fast filter: if vision perceives some pattern, there might be a pattern in the data that reveals a structure. Drilling down allows the same perception system to confirm or infirm the pattern very quickly. Therefore, information visualization is meant at "speeding up" the process of filtering among competing theories regarding collected data by relying on the speed of the perception system. Therefore, it plays a special role in the sciences as an insight generating method. It is not only compatible with Popper's epistemology system but it furthermore provides a mechanism for accelerating its otherwise painful Darwinian selection process.
Moving Forward
It is clear that InfoVis researchers and practitioners face an important challenge in communicating the value of InfoVis. In the remainder of the paper we explore this challenge more deeply and we provide several answers to the questions "How and why is InfoVis useful?". Since there are several audiences to convince, we present a number of different sections that are each facets of argumentation to explain why InfoVis is useful and effective as a mean of understanding complex datasets and developing insights. The contents of the sections are gathered from practitioners who already attested that the arguments developed were convincing. We hope they will be useful to you as well.
Cognitive and Perceptual Arguments
Several famous historical figures have argued that the eye was the main sense to help us understand nature.
The eye. . . the window of the soul, is the principal means by which the central sense can most completely and abundantly appreciate the infinite works of nature.
Leonardo da Vinci (1452 -1519)
Leonardo's words are inspirational and they are echoed in everyday expressions that we are all familiar with such as, "Seeing is believing" and "A picture is worth a thousand words." Is there actual support for these sentiments, however? Let us first consider the case of the phrase, "A picture is worth a thousand words." While people may agree or disagree with the sentiments behind that cliché, specific examples can help support the claim. Consider, for instance, the Given just the spreadsheet, answering a question such as, "Which state has the highest average income?" is not too difficult. A simple scan of the income column likely will produce the correct answer in a few seconds. More complex questions can be quite challenging given just the data, however. For example, are the college degree percentage and income correlated? If they are correlated, are there particular states that are outliers to the correlation? These questions are much more difficult to answer using only the spreadsheet. Now, let us turn to a graphical visualization of the data. If we simply draw the data in a scatterplot as shown in part (b), the questions now become much easier to answer. Specifically, there does appear to be an overall correlation between the two attributes and states such as Nevada and Utah are outliers on the correlation. The simple act of plotting the spreadsheet data in this more meaningfully communicative form makes these kinds of analytic queries easier to answer correctly and more rapidly.
Note that the spreadsheet itself is a visual representation of the data that facilitates queries as well. Consider how difficult the three questions would be if the data for each state was recorded on a separate piece of paper or webpage.
Or worse yet, what if the data values were read to you and you had to answer the questions? In this case, already challenging questions become practically impossible.
Cognitive Benefits
While the states example illustrates that visualizations can help people understand data better, how do visuals facilitate this process? The core of the benefits provided by visuals seems to hinge upon their acting as a frame of reference or as a temporary storage area for human cognitive processes. Visuals augment human memory to provide a larger working set for thinking and analysis and thus become external cognition aids. Consider the process of multiplying two long integers in your head versus then having a pencil and paper available. The visual representations of the numbers on paper acts as a memory aid while performing the series of multiplication operations.
Performing a multiplication requires the processing of symbolic data, which is arguably different than the processing of visual features and shapes. In "Abstract Planning and Perceptual Chunks: Elements of Expertise in Geometry" [8] , Koedinger and Anderson show that experts in geometry effectively use their vision to infer geometrical properties (parallelism, connectivity, relative positions) on diagrams; they solve simple problems quickly and accurately, several of magnitude faster than if they had to apply symbolic inference rules.
Larkin and Simon, in their landmark paper "Why a diagram is (sometimes) worth 10,000 words" [10] , discuss how graphical visualization can support more efficient task performance by allowing substitution of rapid perceptual inferences for difficult logical inferences and by reducing the search for information required for task completion. They do note that text can be better than graphics for certain tasks, however.
Don Norman provides many illustrative examples where visuals can greatly assist task performance and efficiency [15] . He argues that it is vital to match the representation used in a visualization to the task it is addressing. The examples he cites show how judicious visuals can aid information access and computation.
Earlier, we noted how the definition of visualization from Card, Mackinlay and Shneiderman [2] focused on the use of visuals to "amplify cognition." Following that definition, the authors listed a number of key ways that the visuals can amplify cognition:
-Increasing memory and processing resources available -Reducing search for information -Enhancing the recognition of patterns -Enabling perceptual inference operations -Using perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring -Encoding info in a manipulable medium
Perceptual Support
Most lectures on Information Visualization argue about theoretical properties of the visual system or more broadly to the perception abilities of humans. Rational arguments rely on information theory [21] and psychological findings.
According to Information Theory, vision is the sense that has the largest bandwidth: 100 Mb/s [30] . Audition only has around 100 b/s. In that respect, the visual canal is the best suited to carrying information to the brain.
According to Ware [30] , there are two main psychological theories that explain how vision can be used effectively to perceive features and shapes. At the low level, Preattentive processing theory [23] explains what visual features can be effectively processed. At a higher cognitive level, the Gestalt theory [9] describes some principles used by our brain to understand an image.
Preattentive processing theory explains that some visual features can be perceived very rapidly and accurately by our low-level visual system. For example, when looking at the group of blue circles in Figure 2 , it takes no time and no effort to see the red circle in the middle. It would be as easy and fast to see that there is no red circle, or to evaluate the relative quantity of red and blue circles. Color is one type of feature that can be processed preattentively, but only for some tasks and within some limits. For example, if there were more than seven colors used in Figure 2 , answering the question could not be done with preattentive processing and would require sequential scanning, a much longer process. There is a long list of visual features that can be preattentively processed for some tasks, including line orientation, line length or width, closure, curvature, color and many more. Information visualization relies on this theory to choose the visual encoding used to display data to allow the most interesting visual queries to be done preattentively.
Gestalt theory explains important principles followed by the visual system when it tries to understand an image. According to Ware [30] , it is based on the following principles:
Proximity Things that are close together are perceptually grouped together; Similarity Similar elements tend to be grouped together; Continuity Visual elements that are smoothly connected or continuous tend to be grouped; Symmetry Two symmetrically arranged visual elements are more likely to be perceived as a whole; Closure A closed contour tends to be seen as an object; Relative Size Smaller components of a pattern tend to be perceived as objects whereas large ones as a background.
Information Visualization experts design visual representations that try to follow these principles. For example, graph layout algorithms such as [14] designed to find communities in social networks adhere to the proximity principle by placing nodes that are connected to a dense group close together and push away nodes that are connected to another dense group. The Treemap algorithm [5] uses the closure principle to layout a tree: children of a node are placed inside their parent node.
Success Stories
Information Visualization is much easier to explain using demonstrations than words. However, to be understood, the data used should be familiar to the audience and interesting. Preparing demonstrations targeted at all the possible audiences is not possible but there are some datasets that interest most audiences and greatly help make the point. Several striking static examples can be found in Tufte's books [24, 25, 26] .
To better explain the value of visualization, demonstrations should start using a simple question, show that a good representation answers the question at once and then argue about additional benefits, i.e. questions the users did not knew they had. From the users perspective, a good representation will confirm what they already know, let them answer at once the question asked and show them several insights, leading to the so-called "a-ha" moments when they feel like they understand the dataset.
Striking Examples
Static examples used by most InfoVis courses include the map of Napoleon's 1812 March on Moscow drawn in 1869 by M. Minard (Figure 3 ) and the map of London in 1854 overlaid with marks positioning cholera victims that led John Snow to discovering the origin of the epidemic: infected water extracted with a water pump at the center of the marks (Figure 4) .
In general, good examples show known facts (although sometimes forgotten) and reveal several unexpected insights at once. Minard's map can help answer the question: "What were the casualties of Napoleon's Russian invasion in 1812?". The map reveals at once the magnitude of casualties (from 400,000 to 10,000 soldiers) as well as the devastating effect of crossing the Berezina river (50,000 soldiers before, 25,000 after). The depiction confirms that Napoleon lost the invasion (a well known fact) and reveals many other facts, such as the continuous death rate due to disease and the "scorched earth" tactics of Russia instead of specific death tolls of large battles. John Snow's map was made to answer the question: "What is the origin of the London cholera epidemics?". Contrary to the previous map, the answer requires some thinking. Black rectangles indicate location of deaths. At the center of the infected zone lies a water pump that John Snow found to be responsible for the infection. Once again, choosing the right representation was essential for finding the answer. As a side-effect, the map reveals the magnitude of the epidemic. Figure 1 answers the question: "Is there a relationship between income and college degree?" by showing a scatter plot of income by degree for each US state. The answer is the obvious: yes, but there is much more. There seems to be a linear correlation between them and some outliers such as Nevada (likely due to Las Vegas) and Utah do exist, raising new unexpected questions.
Information Visualization couples interaction and visual representation so its power is better demonstrated interactively. The simplest demonstration suited to the largest audience is probably the Dynamic HomeFinder 5 [32] . It shows the map of the Washington D.C. area overlaid with all the homes for sale ( Figure 5 ). Dynamic queries implemented by sliders and check-boxes interactively filter-out homes that do not fit specific criteria such as cost or number of bedrooms.
Using the interactive controls, it becomes easy to find homes with the desired attributes or understand how attributes' constraints should be relaxed to find some matching homes. Unexpectedly, the Dynamic HomeFinder also reveals the Many more examples can be found to demonstrate that InfoVis is effective. The Map of the Market 6 , represented by a squarified treemap, is interesting for people holding stocks or interested by economic matters. InfoZoom video on the analysis of Formula 1 results 7 is interesting for car racing amateurs. The video 8 comparing two large biological classification trees is interesting to some biologists. The Baby Name Wizard's NameVoyager 9 is useful for persons searching a name for their baby to come and a large number of other persons as witnessed by [31] .
With the advent of Social InfoVis through web sites such as Swivel 10 or IBM's Many-Eyes 11 , more examples can be found to convince specific audiences. Still, the process of explaining how InfoVis works remains the same: ask a question that interests people, show the right representation, let the audience understand the representation, answer the question and realize how many more unexpected findings and questions arise. 
Testimonials
One effective line of argumentation about the value of InfoVis is through reporting the success of projects that used InfoVis techniques. These stories exist but have not been advertised in general scientific publications until recently [20, 16, 13] . One problem with trying to report on the success of a project is that visualization is rarely the only method used to reach the success. For example, in biological research, the insights gained by an InfoVis system can lead to an important discovery that is difficult to attribute mainly to the visualization since it also required months of experimentation to verify the theory formulated from the insights. In fact, most good human-computer interaction systems allow users to forget about the system and focus on their task only, which is probably one reason why success stories are not so common in the InfoVis literature.
Besides these stories that are empirical evidence of the utility of information visualization, there are strong theoretical arguments to how and why information visualization works.
Information Visualization vs. Automatic Analysis
Several scientific domains are concerned by understanding complex data. Statistics is the oldest, but Data Mining -a subfield of Artificial Intelligence -is also concerned with automatically understanding the structure of data. Therefore, InfoVis practitioners frequently need to explain what InfoVis can do that statistics and data mining cannot.
Statistics
Statistics is a well grounded field but is composed of several subfields such as descriptive statistics, classical statistics (also called confirmatory statistics), Bayesian statistics and Exploratory Data Analysis. Information Visualization is sometimes considered as a descendant and expansion of Exploratory Data Analysis.
The differences between these subfields are the methods and the nature of the answer they seek. All of them start with a problem and gathered data that is related to the problem to solve. Classical analysis starts by designing a model of the data, then uses mathematical analysis to test whether the model is refuted or not by the data to conclude positively or negatively. The main challenge for classical statistics is to find a model. Visualization is much more effective at showing the differences between these datasets than statistics. Although the datasets are synthetic, Anscombe's Quartet demonstrates that looking at the shape of the data is sometimes better than relying on statistical characterizations alone.
Data Mining
More than statistics, the goal of data mining is to automatically find interesting facts in large datasets. It is thus legitimate to wonder whether data mining, as a competitor of InfoVis, can overcome and replace the visual capacity of humans. This question has been addressed by Spence and Garrison in [22] where they describe a simple plot called the Hertzsprung Russell Diagram (Figure 7a turns out that no automatic analysis method has been able to find the same summarization, due to the noise and artifacts on the data such as the vertical bands.
Our vision system has evolved with the human specie to help us survive in a hostile world. We train it to avoid obstacles since we learn how to walk. It remains remarkably effective at filtering-out noise from useful data, a very important capability for hunters in deep forests to distinguish the prey moving behind leaves. We have relied on it and trained it to survive for millennia and it still surpasses automatic data mining methods to spot interesting patterns. Data mining still needs to improve to match these pattern matching capabilities.
Automating or Not?
Is there a competition between confirmatory, automated and exploratory methods? No, they answer different questions. When a model is known in advance or expected, using statistics is the right method. When a dataset becomes too large to be visualized directly, automating some analysis is required. When exploring a dataset in search of insights, information visualization should be used, possibly in conjunction with data mining techniques if the dataset is too large.
Furthermore, combining data mining with visualization is the central issue of Visual Analytics, described by the paper Visual Analytics: Definition, Process, and Challenges in this book [6] .
An Economical Model of Value
One important question is how to assess the value of visualization, ranging from the evaluation of one specific use-case to the discipline in general. If we know how to do this, then this might lead to an assessment of the current status as well as the identification of success factors. An attempt was given by Van Wijk [27] and is summarized here. After a short overview of his model, we discuss how this model can be applied for InfoVis.
Visualization can be considered as a technology, a collection of methods, techniques, and tools developed and applied to satisfy a need. Hence, standard technological measures apply: Visualization has to be effective and efficient. To measure these, an economic point of view is adopted. Instead of trying to understand why visualization works (see previous sections), here visualization is considered from the outside, and an attempt is made to measure its profit. The profit of visualization is defined as the difference between the value of the increase in knowledge and the costs made to obtain this insight. Obviously, in practice these are hard to quantify, but it is illuminating to attempt so. A schematic model is considered: One visualization method V is used by n users to visualize a data set m times each, where each session takes k explorative steps. The value of an increase in knowledge (or insight) has to be judged by the user. Users can be satisfied intrinsically by new knowledge, as an enrichment of their understanding of the world. A more pragmatic and operational point of view is to consider if the new knowledge influences decisions, leads to actions, and, hopefully, improves the quality of these. The overall gain now is nm(W (∆K)), where W (∆K)) represents the value of the increase in knowledge.
Concerning the costs for the use of (a specific) visualization V , these can be split into various factors. Initial research and development costs C i have to be made; a user has to make initial costs C u , because he has to spend time to select and acquire V , and understand how to use it; per session initial costs C s have to be made, such as conversion of the data; and finally during a session a user makes costs C e , because he has to spend time to watch and understand the visualization, and interactively explore the data set. The overall profit now is
In other words, this leads to the obvious insight that a great visualization method is used by many people, who use it routinely to obtain highly valuable knowledge, while having to spend little time and money on hardware, software, and effort. And also, no alternatives that are more cost-effective should be available.
In the original paper a number of examples of more or less successful visualization methods are given, viewed in terms of this model. One InfoVis application was considered: SequoiaView, a tool to visualize the contents of a hard disk, using cushion treemaps [28] . The popularity of this tool can be explained from the concrete and useful insights obtained, as well as the low costs in all respects associated with its application.
When we consider InfoVis in general, we can also come to positive conclusions for almost all parameters, and hence predict a bright future for our field. The number of potential users is very large. Data in the form of tables, hierarchies, and networks is ubiquitous, as well as the need to get insight in these. This holds for professional applications, but also for private use at home. Many people have a need to get an overview of their email, financial transfers, media collections, and to search in external data bases, for instance to find a house, vacation destination, or another product that meets their needs. Methods and techniques from InfoVis, in the form of separate tools or integrated in custom applications, can be highly effective here to provide such overviews. Also, many of these activities will be repeated regularly, hence both n and m are high. The growing field of Casual InfoVis [19] further illustrates how InfoVis techniques are becoming more common in people's everyday lives.
The costs C e that have to be made to understand visualizations depend on the prior experience of the users as well as the complexity of the imagery shown. On the positive side, the use of graphics to show data is highly familiar, and bar-charts, pie-charts, and other forms of business graphics are ubiquitous. On the other hand, one should not overestimate familiarity. The scatterplot seems to be at the boundary: Considered as trivial in the InfoVis community, but too hard to understand (if the horizontal axis does not represent time) by a layaudience, according to Matthew Ericson, deputy graphics director of the New York Times in his keynote presentation at IEEE InfoVis 2007. Visual literacy is an area where more work can be done, but on the other hand, InfoVis does have a strong edge compared to non-visual methods here. And, there are examples of areas where complex visual coding has been a great success, with the invention of the script as prime example.
The costs C s per session and C u per user can be reduced by tight integration with applications. The average user will not be interested in producing visualizations, her focus will be on solving her own problem, where visualization is one of the means to this end. Separate InfoVis tools are useful for specialists, which use them on a day-to-day basis. For many other users, integration within their favourite tool is much more effective. An example of an environment that offers such a tight integration is the ubiquitous spreadsheet, where storage, manipulation, and presentation of data are offered; or the graphs and maps shown on many web sites (and newspapers!) to show data. From an InfoVis point of view, the presentations offered here can often be improved, and also, the interaction provided is often limited. Nevertheless, all these examples acknowledge the value of visualization for many applications.
The initial costs C i for new InfoVis methods and techniques roughly fall into two categories: Research and Development. Research costs can be high, because it is often hard to improve on the state of the art, and because many experiments (ranging from the development of prototypes to user experiments) are needed. On the other hand, when problems are addressed with many potential usages, these costs are still quite limited. Development costs can also be high. It takes time and effort to produce software that is stable and useful under all conditions, and that is tightly integrated with its context, but here also one has to take advantage of the large potential market. Development and availability of suitable middleware, for instance as libraries or plug-ins that can easily customized for the problem at hand is an obvious route here.
One intriguing aspect here is how much customization is needed to solve the problem concerned. On one hand, in many applications one of the standard data types of InfoVis is central (table, tree, graph, text), and when the number of items is not too high, the problem is not too hard to solve. On the other hand, for large numbers of items one typically has to exploit all a priori knowledge of the data set and tune the visualization accordingly; also, for applications such as software visualizations all these data types pop up simultaneously, which also strongly increases the complexity of the problem. So, for the time being, research and innovation will be needed to come up with solutions for such problems as well.
In conclusion, graphics has been adopted already on a large scale to communicate and present abstract data, which shows that its value has been acknowledged, and we expect that due to the increase in size and complexity of data available, the need for more powerful and effective information visualization methods and techniques will only grow.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described the challenges in identifying and communicating the value of InfoVis. We have cited and posed a number of answers to the questions, "How and why is InfoVis useful?" Hopefully, the examples shown in the paper provide convincing arguments about InfoVis' value as an analytic tool. Ultimately, however, we believe that it is up to the community of InfoVis researchers and practitioners to create techniques and systems that clearly illustrate the value of the field. When someone has an InfoVis system that they use in meaningful and important ways, this person likely will not need to be convinced of the value of InfoVis.
